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About This Game

Hit a hole-in-one with Tee Time Golf!

Swing away in VR or launch golf balls on your flat-screen monitor. Gain experience to level up and blast 300-yard drives. Earn
coins to customize your golfer's outfit and gear. Join 8 player online matches and watch as your friend chips in from the bunker.

Enjoy a relaxing round of golf on any of the 8 beautiful 18-hole courses. When you get tired of playing the same courses, jump
into the course designer and build the golf course of your dreams and share it with others.

Tee Time Golf offers a fun and highly accessible social experience.

Exciting Features

Flat-Screen and VR Crossplay (seriously this is a ton of fun).

8 player online simultaneously with your golf buddies.

Play 8 beautiful courses with attractive hand painted graphics.

Build and Share your own custom designed courses with the world.

Earn coins and gain experience to upgrade your golfer!
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PC Cross-Platform multiplayer.

Did we forget to mention there is a mini-putt course?

Game Play Options

VR

Motion Controllers (Required for VR Course Design)

Gamepad - 3rd Person View

Flat-Screen

Gamepad

Mouse & Keyboard
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Title: Tee Time Golf
Genre: Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Barkers Crest Studio LLC
Publisher:
Barkers Crest Studio LLC
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher - 64 bit

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 Video Card - 1GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: VR should use Recommended System Requirements

English
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So far, shows potential. Only one music track, which gets annoying quickly, so I turned the music volume way down. There
should be more variety. Ideally, you could set a music "style" in the options menu, such as "calm and relaxing", "upbeat",
"ambient nature", etc. Also, the swing meter needs work, both the UI as well as the click detection, particularly on the 3rd click.
Right now it's a bit confusing. Seems like you have to push the button right at the start of the red zone, whereas most games
expect you to try and press in the center. At minimum, it should at least be explained more clearly in the tutorial. I would love to
be able to select player voices, which could be turned on/off in the options, with some different ones to choose from. Even
simple "Yes!" or "Awww..." would make it a little livelier. A career mode/single player tournament mode against a bunch of
avatar competitors with unique personalities would be cool.. Stayed true to the avatar golf classic! Very fun un arcade game and
can get intense on the back nine!. I've just started playing with a friend but so far this seems to be an awesome game. I would
like to see a couple things addressed, 1. I'm running into bad frame drops or lagging (Using highest settings with gtx 1080) This
seems to happen over time not at the start 2. It would be nice to have a turn based multiplayer system instead of the free for
all(right now if you are playing with others they don't have to wait for you they can just play so everyone can be swinging at the
same time). The fun and simplicity of mini golf on a full real course.Extremely fun and not rigid.Smooth and polished.The best
golf game I have played in and out of vr.Praise Jesus !. Wow! What a game. Golf the way I like it!. This is a VR-specific review

Surprisingly good golf game! Golfing in VR will never feel quite right, but this gets pretty darn close. The courses are all well
designed and challenging in realistic ways and the game comes with an editor so you can play many other courses too. The
course graphics are simple but effective and actually pretty nice to look at. There is a cool aerial view option to help you admire
the course and learn the holes.

Putting is tough to get the hang of, and the club selections the game makes don't always make sense (a driver or fairway wood
hitting out of the rough, for example), but I like having to make that decision about what club to use anyway. I often go down
one club from the recommended when trying to hit the green as a full powered shot seems to land just past the hole, then bounce
and roll off the back of the green.

Hitting with woods and irons feels pretty accurate to how the ball might react if I were playing real golf. The biggest thing to
note is that thankfully you don't need to swing nearly as fast as in real golf, maybe about 10% of the speed. If you do swing full
speed, your arms would probably have issues because there's no actual club you are swinging and no ball to help absorb the
energy and in game it won't make the ball go further so... just swing light and easy.

Putting is kind of tough to get used to at first but works well. I recommend just sticking with the "mega putter" even for close
up putts that way you can get a consistent feel for how hard to hit it and it starts to feel more natural.

I am right handed and I use my left arm to swing drives, approaches, etc. I use my right arm to putt. Thankfully its really easy to
switch which hand is holding the club.

HOWEVER:

There are a couple downsides so far that I hope the dev addresses soon:

Ambient noise is practically nonexistent. No birds chirping, the absurd number of planes flying overhead make no noise, the
wind is silent, etc. This hurts immersion more than I expected. I think when I play this I might throw on a '5 hour nature sounds'
track or something until its added. PLEASE ADD AMBIENT SOUNDS (and remove or dramatically reduce the number of
planes/balloons).

The game doesn't remember your club length selection so every round I start hitting the ball poorly until I remember to set my
club length to XL. Please remember this setting between rounds and game launches

The clubs have a weird trail that shows you the path its traveled while swinging, but to me it just breaks immersion. The ball
trail makes sense since its a distant object and moving fast, but please add an option to disable the club trail.

Sand shots don't really feel different than a normal shot. I think you should have to swing harder hitting out of the sand. Would
be cool if you had to hit under the ball a bit and for lots of sand particles to fly after a hit too. This game is completely different
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out of VR compared to in. The one thing that the modes both have in common is that the putting is cancer. The VR is pretty
good otherwise. It's simple and can be fun if you need a quick golf fix. For the price on sale it's good. They need a demo for this
game to see if you truly want it.
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I really want to like this game. It just doesn't run smooth at all in VR despite my computer exceeding the recommended
requirements. The loading screens and menu are extremely choppy (less then 15 fps). Once I start the game, my first 2 holes run
at 45 fps which is playable but not ideal. After that, everything drops to 15 fps and becomes unplayable. I'm still going to
recommend this game because it is fun but I'm very disappointed that I won't be able to enjoy the game until the poor frame rate
gets resolved.

When I play without VR, I average 500 fps. That's not a typo. There are 2 zeros after that 5. There is no reason for me to have
the fps drop into the teens when I can play games like RoboRecall and Project CARS 2 in VR at a locked 90 fps.

AMD FX-8350
16GB 1866 RAM
GTX 1070
Oculus Rift w/ Touch Controllers. Game was fun but its soo poorly optimized, its so hard to hit the ball when the club comes
second behind my actual swing motion. A chill golf game using the three click system, decent amount of courses, lots of
cosmetics to unlock, no lootboxes, arcade rather than sim. Graphical style can be a little wonky on the avatars, but overall a
cheap and cheerful title (I play the non VR mode). This game is completely different out of VR compared to in. The one thing
that the modes both have in common is that the putting is cancer. The VR is pretty good otherwise. It's simple and can be fun if
you need a quick golf fix. For the price on sale it's good. They need a demo for this game to see if you truly want it.. The BEST
VR game ive played to date. Simple but challenging gameplay. Plenty of courses to choose from. Good progression system. fun
multiplayer. and custom courses make it worth the $10 and even more. Highly recommend!
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